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Abstract

Metadata is a vital tool for any spatially enabling platform, and helps the users to share, discover, assess and access data and services. However, the spatial industry faces different issues and challenges regarding metadata generation, updating and improvement; which could affect the quality of this crucial component of any sharing platform. The main issue is the lack of an appropriate approach to the automated metadata generating and updating process. Metadata and related spatial data are often managed and maintained separately. This issue involves different aspects, including the lack of proper methodologies to integrate metadata and spatial data in a common environment, the generation and updating of metadata outside the spatial dataset lifecycle and the dependency of metadata creation on the metadata authors' knowledge of the dataset. In addition, the current data discovery services are not user-friendly and sufficiently efficient to serve the end users to easily find the most appropriate datasets and services to meet their needs in a spatially enabling platform. In response to these issues, this paper presents the new approaches to create, update and improve the content of metadata in an automated fashion to facilitate metadata management. The first approach relates to process-based metadata entry which aims at creating the ISO 19115:2003 metadata elements in parallel with the dataset lifecycle. This approach has the potential to overcome the problem of missing or incomplete metadata through identifying the stage to generate and update metadata within the dataset lifecycle. Also, the paper introduces a new synchronization approach to automate the spatial metadata updating process. This approach would aid the data custodians to update
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metadata on the fly whenever the dataset is modified. The synchronization is based on the GML technology to couple dataset and metadata and to exchange them over the Web. The paper also presents and discusses the prototype system implemented and based on the conceptual design of the automatic metadata updating. This system has been integrated with the GeoNetwork opensource and is now up and running. Finally, the paper demonstrates the prototype systems which have been designed and developed following the automatic metadata enrichment approach. This approach is based on Web 2.0 and Folksonomy concept and involves improving the content of descriptive keyword (as a metadata element) which is the first gateway for discovering existing datasets in a sharing platform. The prototype systems have been implemented within two different environments: Model Information Knowledge Environment (MIKE) and GeoNetwork opensource.
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1. **INTRODUCTION**

Metadata is a critical component of any Spatial Data Infrastructure (SDI) initiative in which the aims are to facilitate data discovery, assessment and access. It not only provides users of spatial data with information about the purpose, quality, actuality and accuracy and many more of spatial datasets; but also metadata performs crucial functions that make spatial data interoperable, that is, capable of being shared between systems.

Following the key role of metadata in an SDI, the existence of metadata has been acknowledged as one the fundamental indicators for assessing any spatially enabling platform (Rajabifard, 2007; Ezigbalike and Rajabifard, 2009), so that the lack of tools for metadata management will prevent the emerging of spatially enabled societies (Williamson et al., 2011).

In this regard, to achieve a spatially enabled platform delivering complete, precise, up-to-date and reliable metadata to end users through the spatial data catalog system has been a concern of data providers and custodians. However, the spatial industry has been facing different issues and challenges regarding the generation, maintenance and improvement of metadata which have strongly affected the quality of this critical spatial product.

Metadata is commonly gathered much after spatial dataset is created and is stored separately to the actual dataset it relates to. Separation of storage creates two independent datasets that must be managed and updated: spatial data and metadata, which are often redundant and possibly inconsistent (Rajabifard et al., 2009).
Furthermore, the current manual and semi-automatic methods for metadata creation and updating have been considered as monotonous, time consuming, and a labor-intensive process by the organizations (Olfat et al., 2010a). In addition, the existing methods are unable to maintain metadata current with dataset changes, so that metadata is usually incomplete, out-of-date and in some cases missing. Particularly, following highly increasing amount of spatial data being created, updated and published over the Web the organizations are seeking an automated approach to facilitate metadata management. This automated function should be able to provide the end users with the most up-to-date, reliable and precise metadata concurrent with frequent dataset changes. Exploring the considerations to design and develop such an automated function to create, update and improve the content of metadata is the main aim of the research project titled ‘Spatial Metadata Automation’ which is currently under investigation in Australia.

As a result, this paper as an output of the research project aims at presenting the state of the art developments to facilitate metadata management for spatially enabling platforms. In this regard, the paper first identifies the barriers to spatial metadata delivery. Next, the paper presents the process-based metadata entry approach designed and developed to improve the current status of metadata creation. It then presents the concept of and the prototype system implemented for the automatic metadata updating approach. Finally, the paper demonstrates the prototype systems developed for the automatic metadata enrichment approach and discusses on the future directions of the research.

2. BARRIERS TO SPATIAL METADATA DELIVERY

As already mentioned there are different issues and challenges which prevent the reliable, complete and up-to-date metadata to be delivered to end users within an enabling platform. These obstructions have been identified and discussed in more detail in this section.

Due to describing different aspects of the dataset such as identification, quality, citation, extent, constraint, etc. by metadata (ISO, 2003), ideally it should be part of a spatial dataset. Also, metadata values should be generated and updated with any change in the dataset from very first stages of the dataset lifecycle. However, metadata generation is commonly undertaken after the dataset is fully created or is ready to be published over the Web at one point of time which is not an incessant practice parallel to the dataset lifecycle. Collecting metadata later requires considerable effort and not all the information might be available (Timpf et al., 1996) and also the metadata gathered in this way is often missing or incomplete (Rajabifard et al. 2009).
Also, as illustrated in Figure 1 metadata and datasets are generally created independently and stored in separate environments, so that metadata cannot be updated at the same time with any change in the actual dataset. Kalantari et al. (2009) considered the current data model for metadata storage as a ‘detached metadata data model’ and then acknowledged a new data model as ‘integrated metadata data model’ already introduced by Najar (2006) to overcome the issues remained with the detached data model. In the integrated metadata data model, the spatial data and metadata are stored in a common file or database. This common metadata-spatial data set can be considered to be a ‘comprehensive spatial data’, so that with any change in the data the metadata will be updated simultaneously.

**Figure 1: Current Flow for Metadata Creation, Storage and Updating**

In addition to these challenges, the current data discovery services are not user-friendly and sufficiently efficient to serve the end users in a spatially enabling platform. These services need more interaction with the users to improve the content of ‘search word’ metadata element (or ‘descriptive keyword’ based on ISO 19115:2003) which is the main gateway for discovering and finding datasets over the Web. Kalantari et al. (2010) also argued that finding effective keywords to describe the spatial datasets is fundamental within any sharing platform. The right keyword for any spatial dataset means the keyword which is consistent with the content of the dataset and can reveal its essence and applications. In addition, a good keyword should be comprehensive and address the probable queries made by users from diverse categories. Moreover, a keyword should be popular meaning that most of the users agree on that keyword.

Besides, as part of the metadata automation research and in order to explore the current status of metadata management, an online survey was carried out by participation of the major Australian organizations dealing with spatial data. The
results of this survey also confirmed that the organizations in Australia are facing the main issues and challenges mentioned above (Olfat et al., 2010a).

To address the issues and challenges regarding metadata management, an automation framework was designed and developed which has been first introduced by Kalantari et al. (2009). According to this framework, the following approaches have been set up to facilitate metadata management which are discussed in more detail:

- Process-based metadata entry approach
- Automatic metadata updating approach
- Automatic metadata enrichment approach

3. PROCESS-BASED METADATA ENTRY APPROACH

Although metadata has always been considered as a component of a spatial dataset, a process separate from the spatial dataset lifecycle has typically been considered to generate and update the metadata file, as already shown in Figure 1. The metadata created in this way is entirely dependent to its author's knowledge of the dataset. Even if the metadata generation and updating are rooted in dataset extraction (product-based metadata entry approach which is based on extracting metadata from dataset); many required metadata values will be missing unless they are authored manually.

Therefore, in this research to create metadata a process-based approach was designed and developed which aims at creating metadata parallel to dataset lifecycle. This approach not only identifies the metadata elements that should be created in any step of the dataset lifecycle, but also aids the organizations to determine the responsible party for generating metadata values in any step of the dataset lifecycle.

The prerequisite to design such a process-based approach was an overall spatial dataset lifecycle. This lifecycle was designed based on the ‘Information Lifecycle’ recommended by the Australian Government Information Interoperability Framework (AGIMO, 2006) which includes different steps consisting of planning, creation/collection, organization/storage, access, using, maintenance, re-using and sharing the information. However, according to the nature of ‘information’ in this research, which is ‘spatial data’, the information lifecycle was modified and an overall lifecycle which also covered the whole ‘information lifecycle’ was defined. The overall spatial data lifecycle is illustrated in Figure 2.
As illustrated in Figure 2, the first step of the lifecycle would be collecting the spatial and non-spatial data to create the dataset. The related data to create the spatial datasets could be collected through different methods depending on the planning decisions in terms of users’ needs, the purpose of collection, the required quality, scale, extent, etc. Following the data collection, different activities such as standardization, aggregation and quality assurance would be undertaken to create the spatial dataset.

Once the dataset is created, it would be stored in the database. Later, the stored dataset would be published to a networked environment to be shared among the end users. The users would be also provided with the facilities to discover the existing and shared datasets as well as to access and retrieve the appropriate ones for their needs. The data catalog system plays a critical role here. As soon as the dataset is retrieved by the user, it would be utilized in relevant spatial activities. According to the dynamic nature of changes to datasets which usually occur in short time frames, an effective maintenance process was considered in the spatial dataset lifecycle as well.
Finally, according to different policies required in each step of the dataset lifecycle, a planning and policy making process was also considered as an ongoing procedure which is parallel to other steps. In this procedure, different planning activities to gather data, create dataset, publish data, update data as well as policies regarding spatial dataset/metadata distribution, responsibilities, rights, restrictions, standards, languages, extensions etc. would be made.

However, according to the variety of organizations dealing with spatial data around the world which have their own specific approaches, this lifecycle would not be wholly identical and could be optimized based on the current activities and responsibilities in different organizations.

Once the lifecycle was designed, the ISO 19115:2003 metadata elements which are expected to be created in each step were identified. Having explored the ISO 19115:2003 Standard, it was realized that the values regarding metadata elements could not be completely achieved unless they are created within different steps of spatial dataset lifecycle. In other words, all the metadata elements cannot be generated at the same time, because the metadata author is usually not familiar with the whole process of dataset lifecycle and needs additional information and details related to different steps of this lifecycle to generate or update metadata. For example, the values regarding dataset identification, quality and content should be created during the ‘data collection’ and ‘dataset creation’ processes, or the values regarding dataset restrictions and responsibilities are the values that should be created under a ‘planning and policy making’ process.

In addition, the distribution of metadata elements related to spatial dataset lifecycle steps was identified and illustrated in Figure 3. According to this Figure, the highest number of metadata elements should be generated and updated in the spatial dataset creation step. Planning and policy making, data collection, publishing, maintenance, utilization, discovery, access and retrieval are respectively the next steps with the highest number of elements.

Following the distribution of metadata elements and dataset lifecycle steps, the process-based metadata entry approach was implemented within the GeoNetwork opensource, the most commonly used metadata catalog among Australian organizations (Olfat et al., 2010c), as a new add-on.
4. AUTOMATIC METADATA UPDATING APPROACH

Another major contribution of the metadata automation research has been designing and developing a new approach to real-time spatial data and metadata updating. The concept of automatic metadata updating is explored in the next section.

4.1. The Concept of Automatic Metadata Updating

Automatic Spatial Metadata Updating concept has been already introduced by Kalantari et al. (2009) and Olfat et al. (2010b) referred as 'Synchronization'. This concept is about how to update metadata automatically and at the same time with any change in its related dataset. In fact, the real-time updating concept aims at synchronizing the metadata with frequent dataset changes in an automated fashion and regardless of any human interaction.

This automatic function therefore will benefit the organizations associated with spatial metadata to save time and effort while updating their large number of metadata records, and will also reduce the risk of inconsistency and redundancy in their spatial data and metadata.

According to the aim of automatic metadata updating approach, the prerequisite for taking this approach into account would be designing and building an
integrated data model for storing metadata and dataset. Through this data model, each dataset would be related to its metadata record. Having the relationship between these two sources and accommodating dataset geometries and attributes as well as metadata values into a middleware would result in a comprehensive dataset which can be exchanged over the Web and between different end users as well as spatial systems. Comprehensive dataset means a dataset which contains three fundamental components including geometry (and topology), attribute and metadata.

By transferring this comprehensive dataset to users through a user-friendly interface, they would be able to visualize dataset and metadata and also to edit dataset. Another significant expectation here is that user should be able to modify dataset and see its reflection on related metadata values (such as bounding box, date of revision, quality, etc.) simultaneously and automatically. After any modification, the new values for geometry, attributes and metadata would be transferred to backend. Moreover, the history of metadata revisions would be documented in the metadata record.

Integrating the real-time updating approach with one of the most commonly used metadata entry tools would add value to the proposed concept and result in more recognition from users. Therefore, according to the popularity of the GeoNetwork opensource among the users for cataloguing metadata, this tool was chosen to be involved in the whole real-time dataset and metadata updating approach. Following the integration, the metadata record which is updated at the time of dataset modification would be synchronized with its matching record in the GeoNetwork database. In fact, two metadata repositories (spatial database and GeoNetwork database) contain the same set of metadata elements for each metadata record.

As a result, in order to access the main interface for dataset modification two methods have been considered: direct and through the GeoNetwork opensource. Direct access method is for the users who are only responsible party for the dataset maintenance, with any change the user makes on the dataset not only the metadata inside the comprehensive dataset is updated automatically but also the matching metadata record in the GeoNetwork database would be synchronized. The access method through the GeoNetwork is designed for the users who are responsible parties for both dataset and metadata maintenance, so that by accessing the GeoNetwork metadata edit page they would be able to access the dataset modification interface. Then, after any change to the dataset the relevant metadata values would be updated automatically in both comprehensive dataset and GeoNetwork database.

The conceptual design for automatic metadata approach is illustrated in Figure 4.
Once the automatic metadata updating was conceptualized, a prototype system was implemented to prove the concept. The considerations for implementing this prototype system are discussed in the next section.

4.2. Implementing the Automatic Metadata Updating Approach

The prerequisite for implementing the conceptual design illustrated in Figure 4 was to design and form an integrated data model to accommodate both spatial data and metadata values and exchange them over the Web. The following components were identified to build such a data model, as illustrated in Figure 5:

1. Spatial database to store both dataset and metadata;
2. Dataset and metadata tables;
3. Defined relationship between dataset and metadata tables; and
4. Middleware to accommodate dataset and metadata values and to include their relationship which is able to exchange them over the Web.

Figure 5: Components of the Integrated Metadata Data Model

The first component of the integrated metadata data model would be a spatially enabled database which is capable of storing spatial and non-spatial tables including dataset and metadata. PostgreSQL spatially enabled with PostGIS was selected for this purpose.

The second component of this data model would be the tables to store dataset and metadata. The dataset table would contain the attributes and geometry columns and metadata table(s) would embrace the ISO 19115:2003 elements. The third component would be a relationship between dataset table and metadata table. This relationship indicates that which metadata record in metadata table is related to which dataset in the spatial database.
The fourth component would be a middleware which is able to store both dataset and metadata values and their relationship and exchange them over the Web. This middleware should also be involved in returning the changes (updated values) to the required tables. To identify such an environment, the available data exchange formats (e.g. GML, KML, XML, and MEF (Metadata Exchange Format)) were investigated. Throughout the existing formats, Geography Markup Language (GML) International Standard by the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) which met the required conditions was selected for this purpose due to its capabilities to support the encoding, transferring and storage of spatial data characteristics as well as metadata values. GML is an XML grammar for expressing geographical features and serves as a modeling language for geographic systems and also as an open interchange format for geographic transactions on the Internet.

In addition, following Batcheller et al. (2009), the appearance of GML has helped alleviate many of the concerns relating to data compatibility and interoperability, providing an open dialect for data transfer not bound to specific software offerings. GML also provides several objects for describing geography, including features, coordinate reference systems, geometry, topology, time, units of measure, and generalized values. Applications can extend or restrict these GML objects to fit their requirements (Huang et al., 2009).

Because GML is a Markup Language, it means that GML document has to follow certain rules in order to be a valid GML document. This set of rules is defined in a schema document. The documents should conform to the requirements in the GML specification. GML version 1.0 uses the Document Type Descriptors (DTDs) for defining the structure, the elements and the associated attributes for a feature. GML version 2.0 and 3.0 use XML schema instead of DTD. GML Application Schema is also an extension of XML Schema and provides a set of type definitions and element declarations that can be used to check the validity of well-formed GML documents (Paul and Ghosh, 2008).

In the GML Application Schema, the components of a comprehensive spatial data including geometry, attributes and metadata can be defined as elements conformance with the OGC GML Encoding Standard. Through this schema, the dataset and metadata would be coupled and exchanged in a middleware over the Web.

Also, through the commonly used Web Map Server technologies (such as Geoserver and deegree) which support the GML Application Schema, connection to spatial databases, mapping the relationships between dataset and metadata, mapping the spatial and non-spatial metadata elements to the related tables/columns in the database and setting up the WFS-T (Transactional Web Feature Service) capabilities for each element can be managed. Accordingly, a
GML Application Schema based on deegree open source technology (deegree, 2010) was developed as part of the integrated metadata data model for the automatic metadata updating.

Following the integrated data model, the output which consists of values from several related tables (dataset and metadata) is known as a complex feature. Complex features contain properties that can include further nested properties to arbitrary depth and are used to represent information as a collection of related objects of different types, not as an XML view of a single table (GeoServer, 2011). As a result, the fourth component of the integrated metadata data model would be a GML clone of the spatial database content (including dataset and metadata tables).

Therefore, another requirement for designing and developing the automatic spatial metadata updating was choosing an OGC compliant Web Server which supports WFS-T for complex features capability. This server should also support the GML Application Schema as the feature type which indicates how dataset and metadata elements have been mapped to different tables and columns in the spatial database. By publishing the complex feature in GML format, the WFS-T Server would enable the client side to read GML as the output of metadata integrated data model and write the changes back to dataset table in spatial database, after any dataset modification. According to deegree open source capabilities to support WFS-T for complex features, this technology was chosen to run the Web Server.

In addition, for setting up the approach to automate the spatial metadata updating a user-friendly Graphical User Interface (GUI) was required to read data in GML format from WFS-T Server, view dataset and metadata and edit the dataset. Not only should this interface be able to read the WFS/WFS-T respond in GML format, but also it should be able to extract the geometry features and metadata separately from the GML and show them in different sections. In addition, the interface should include an ‘Edit Toolbar’, which enables the users to modify the dataset and save the changes by sending WFS-T request to the Web Server. Figure 6 illustrates the data flow for the automatic metadata updating process.

The GUI was developed using HTML and JavaScript based on OpenLayers and GeoExt libraries/frameworks. Figure 7 shows this interface.

To design the approach to automate metadata updating, another requirement was identifying the metadata elements which could be updated after dataset modification and replacing their old values with the new ones in the metadata table in the spatial database. In this regard, first the metadata elements which were affected by the dataset change were recognized. Some of these elements which were employed in the prototype system are listed below:
• Date of last update (in General Info tab)
• Metadata date stamp (in General Info tab)
• Lineage statement (in Quality Info tab)
• Reference system (in Identification Info tab)
• North bounding latitude (in Extent Info tab)
• South bounding latitude (in Extent Info tab)
• West bounding longitude (in Extent Info tab)
• East bounding longitude (in Extent Info tab)

Figure 6: Data Flow for the Automatic Metadata Updating Process
Moreover, there was a need to design algorithms for generating the new values for the above metadata elements based on the changes occurred in the dataset and affecting them in the metadata table. Some of the values such as dates could be generated on the client side; however others had to be created on the server side. Obviously, once the ‘Save’ button (according to Figure 7) is pressed the new metadata values would be replaced in the interface (in the tabs designated for them) through getting the WFS-T respond from server.

The next consideration was the integration of metadata updating interface with the GeoNetwork opensource interface (Metadata Edit Page). Once this integration was performed, the next requirement was synchronizing the metadata catalogues stored in both GeoNetwork database and spatial database. To do this, a Web Service titled ‘SYNC’ was developed using PHP programming language to synchronize the metadata catalogues through sending CSW (Catalog Service for the Web) update requests.
As GeoNetwork opensource already includes CSW Server since it installs, another requirement here was to select an OGC compliant Web Server which supports CSW for updating the metadata record stored in the metadata table in the spatial database. The connection between this server and the metadata table would be through the GML Application Schema which indicates the mapping between the ISO 19115:2003 metadata elements and metadata table(s) and columns in the spatial database. deegree technology was selected for running the CSW Web Server.

The use of prototype system demonstrated that the automatic metadata updating approach would benefit the spatially enabling platform in terms of:

- Reducing the burden of manual metadata updating after dataset modification;
- Facilitating the interoperability matters by publishing datasets in GML;
- Enabling the custodians to publish and share datasets along with attributes and metadata in a single document;
- Avoiding the metadata to be missing, incomplete, out-of-date and unreliable;
- Giving a peace of mind to data custodians to make sure metadata is always current with dataset changes; and finally
- Giving a better discovery service to users seeking for spatial datasets over the Web by providing them with the most recent version of metadata.

It should be also emphasized that the ESRI through its proprietary ArcCatalog application has developed three synchronizers to synchronize the metadata content when values in the spatial data change: FGDC synchronizer, ISO synchronizer, and Geography Network synchronizer (ESRI, 2002). Although ArcCatalog synchronization is invaluable, it brings forth numerous problems associated with archiving and bibliographic control (Westbrooks, 2004). Also, the ArcCatalog uses the detached data model and is restricted to dataset formats such as file-based items (Shapefiles), ArcSDE geodatabase items, ArcIMS Images, ArcMap Images and Feature Services to synchronize metadata (ESRI, 2010).

In contrast, as already discussed, the automatic metadata updating approach has been designed based on the open sources environment which allows it to be reused and developed by the spatial community. Also, dataset and metadata are stored and published using the integrated data model in this approach. Moreover, this approach has been designed in a way to be dataset format neutral through generating and publishing the GML documents to the client side. In addition,
recording and documenting the history of changes on the dataset has been supported by the automatic spatial metadata updating approach.

5. AUTOMATIC METADATA ENRICHMENT APPROACH

Automatic metadata enrichment involves improving content of the metadata through monitoring tags and keywords that are used by end users for finding resources (e.g. spatial dataset). Creating metadata by monitoring user interaction is based on the Folksonomy concept, a concept that was first introduced by Thomas Vander Wal in 2004 as 'the result of personal free tagging of information and objects for one's own retrieval'. Kalantari et al. (2010) introduced two models to implement the automatic spatial metadata enrichment concept: indirect and direct models. Indirect model or system-oriented model relies on the system to monitor and record the most popular keywords and tag them to resources as new metadata values. However, the direct model or user-oriented model is based on users' interaction in the system to tag the resources with the keywords they think best describe those.

Following the automatic spatial metadata enrichment conceptual design and according to the main interests of the research project industry partners, both two models have been implemented as prototype systems within two different environments: Model Information Knowledge Environment (MIKE) and GeoNetwork opensource.

5.1. Implementing the Automatic Metadata Enrichment within MIKE

The MIKE has been developed by the Victorian Department of Primary Industries for management and registry of instances of biophysical and socio-economic modeling work in Victoria. Based on Williams et al. (2009), MIKE has been populated with a number of land use change and impact models as reported by Nichol et al. (2005). Many of these models have been applied in Victoria to understand: adaptive management of native vegetation, rural land use change, groundwater dependencies and socio-economic conditions. The MIKE is also recently populated with a number of climate change models applied by the Victorian Climate Change Adaptation Program (VCCAP) in South-West Victoria (Olfat et al., 2010a).

Each model in the MIKE is described by a metadata record including different elements; such as classification (or type) of the model, key contact (including full details e.g. address and phone), model limitation, input, abstract, background, history, purpose, programming language, Web page, author, keywords, access, application type, etc. (Williams et al., 2009).
A core aspect of MIKE involves researching solutions for managing the relationships between spatial modeling tools and their associated data inputs and data products. This requires active management in the interoperation of model metadata with spatial metadata. Assisting this goal was the implementation of the automatic metadata enrichment application to enable end users to associate keywords to elements within the MIKE to support interoperation and to make search and discovery of models and modeling activities easier and more intuitive. Figure 8 illustrates the interface of this prototype system.

**Figure 8: The Interface of Automatic Metadata Enrichment Prototype System within MIKE**
5.2. Implementing the Automatic Metadata Enrichment within GeoNetwork opensource

In addition to the implementation of automatic metadata enrichment within MIKE, to more widely prove the concept the following add-ons were developed within the GeoNetwork opensource as illustrated in Figure 9:

- **Suggestion list add-on**: this add-on provides a suggestion list based on previously searched terms. Using this add-on in the GeoNetwork, all subsequent searches benefit from previous searches. This facility provides a user-generated context for metadata creation and automation.

- **Tag Cloud add-on**: this add-on provides a visual representation of user generated search words and tags’ relative importance in the GeoNetwork's user interface. The Cloud is enriched by user interactions on metadata records. Through this means a user-generated taxonomy can be established.

- **Tag monitor add-on**: this add-on automatically observes users’ interaction with the GeoNetwork and collects users’ recognition of and feedback on metadata records. The add-on monitors every interaction of users including downloading, exploring metadata details, etc. It also asks users to submit new keywords, agree or disagree with existing keywords.

The automatic metadata enrichment approach will result in many advantages for spatially enabling platforms, such as:

- Facilitating the spatial dataset discovery process;
- Improving the quality of ‘keywords’ describing the datasets which are the first gateway to discover the datasets;
- Engaging users in enriching the content of metadata files;
- Aiding the data catalog interface to be more user-friendly through the interaction with users;
- Sharing the knowledge of expert users about datasets among all users; and
- Helping new users when they are not sure what keywords to use for data discovery.
6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

A spatially enabled platform cannot emerge without accessing and delivering the most up-to-date, reliable, complete and precise spatial metadata. The metadata empowers the end users to discover the existing datasets, find their required ones, assess the suitability of datasets against their needs and finally access the datasets they are interested in. However, there are some barriers which have limited the high quality delivery of metadata in today’s world. Creating metadata in a separate process to dataset lifecycle, storing metadata in a detached environment to its related dataset, updating metadata after dataset modification and not in a real-time process and lack of user-friendly interfaces for dataset discovery are some of the major issues and challenges which the spatial industry faces.

In order to address the current challenges, this paper presented three main approaches including process-based metadata entry, automatic metadata enrichment add-ons and user-friendly interfaces for dataset discovery.
updating and automatic metadata enrichment. The process-based metadata entry approach has been designed and developed to aid data custodians to create metadata in parallel with dataset lifecycle. This has the potential to overcome the problem of missing or incomplete metadata through identifying the stage to generate and update metadata within the dataset lifecycle. The automatic metadata updating or synchronization approach aims at updating metadata automatically and at the same time with any change in the dataset modification process. This approach would reduce the burden of manual tasks to update metadata each time dataset changes. The automatic metadata enrichment approach improves the quality and content of keyword as a significant metadata element to describe datasets by sharing the knowledge of different users about datasets among others.

Moreover, the paper illustrated the prototype systems implemented to prove the concepts of automatic metadata updating and enrichment. These systems are now up and running and the next phase would be testing and improving them among the research project partners’ environments.
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